The Big Beaver is a precision drilling tool that packs powerful drilling capabilities in a compact, highly maneuverable design. It can go where some units simply can’t, and one man can move and operate it efficiently and safely. It’s the ideal solution for soil sampling, foundation repair, geotechnical and drilling environmental test wells.

The Big Beaver is mounted on a welded mechanical steel frame for maximum strength and durability. With its hydraulic power source and 2,500 pounds of lifting capacity, it’s the most powerful drill we make. We designed it for quick and easy change outs of sampling tools and augers that can drill holes up to 16 inches in diameter, as well as extensions that can drill to depths of 100 feet. And, like all Little Beaver one-man earth drills, it features the patented torque tube that absorbs dangerous kickback to protect operators.

Big Beaver drills come in standard and extra length models. The standard model handles augers up to four feet long, and the operator can use augers up to five feet long with the Big Beaver XL. Whichever one you choose, both are backed by our industry-leading, two-year warranty.